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Erica Roth
Farmer
Ewetopia Hill Farm (Albany, WI)

A writer needed a photo of me, and I didn’t have any, and she made a good 
suggestion: Wear a solid blue shirt, hold a chicken, stand up next to a classic 
red barn and have my teenage daughter, savvy with phones, take a picture. 
That combination came out great, sort of a “head shot for farmers.” I’ve used 
that photo in lots of situations, and it was great to have on hand when I decided 
to run for County Board in the middle of winter and would not be able to shoot 
something as vibrant as that.

Can you send me 
some photos of 
yourself?
Very likely, a reporter will ask you this 
question.  

In today’s era of shrinking budgets, it is 
increasingly rare for the media to send 
out a photographer. Make things easier 
for the reporter to showcase your story 
by providing your own strong visuals. 
Develop a curated collection of photos 
of your farm, primarily with you in them. 
A good photo book will last a couple of 
years and serve as visual representations 
of you and your farm.

•  Shoot photos during the summer months or whenever your farm is at peak colors. For many farms, this might be on the 
earlier side of the summer when rains are plentiful and before fields may start browning out. The timing and bounty of 
these photos is important as a reporter may very likely do a story in the winter or early spring when you do not want take 
farm photos when nothing is growing and visually bleak.

 
•  Take each photo horizontally and vertically and send both options to the media outlet. This helps the editor and designer 

fit your photos into their graphics and layout.

•  Think quality over quantity. You don’t need hundreds of photos; a dozen quality shots will go a long way.

•  Ask the reporter (or her editor) how many and what kind of photos they prefer. Photos illustrate your story, so be sure to 
offer ones that tell your story best.

•  Include brief descriptions of each photo that the editor can use as captions.

Marji Guyler-Alaniz
Founder 
FarmHer

People are visual—if they can see it, 
they can believe, understand and be 
accepting of it. Having visual represen-
tation of what you do as farmers helps 
make the connection to consumers and 
makes everything about farming a little 
less closed off. 

S H A R EPro Tips:



Audra Mulkern
Founder, The Female Farmer Project

A good photograph is the story it tells. I believe that visual stories 
serve four purposes: education, entertainment, preservation of 
culture, and the instilling of values. Determine what kind of story you 
want to tell first then design your photo to tell that story. But how do 
you tell a story with a ‘headshot’. First, do away with the idea of a 
typical headshot and think more in terms of environmental portrait. 
Are you a livestock farmer whose values include raising animals on 
pasture? Then make that the story you want to tell, put that field and 
those animals in the shot.   
 
Q:  What do I wear?

A:  Dress in what I like to call ‘farm fancy’—your everyday wear, just 
elevated. Clean jeans or work pants, work boots and a plaid shirt 
always make a good shot. Avoid hats and sunglasses. Natural make 
up or none at all is fine—be yourself! I also like to have my subjects 
avoid visible labels and logos.

Q:  What time/place is best for photos?
 
A:  Pay attention to where the sun is in the sky. Unless you have the 
software tools to fix the image—careful to not put the sun behind and 
your face in the shade. Photographers love the golden hour—the 
hour before sunset where light is soft and golden. My favorite is an 
overcast day—the light is even and the colors pop and no squinting!
 
Farms provide great backgrounds—fields with their rows bring 
lots of lines and interest, barns and their chippy paint have fun 
texture, curious animals create charm, shiny milking parlors inspire 
confidence.

Q:  What makes a great photo?
 
A: There are three parts to a great photo – the subject, the 
composition, and the lighting. But what makes a great photographer 
is someone who observes the scene and finds the authenticity. 
Interaction with animals provides lots of opportunities for authentic 
shots—especially animals! Consider your environment as part of 
your story. The background and props are all part of environmental 
portraiture! Bring it on! If it’s appropriate and fits naturally, it brings 
context and texture to the image. Just don’t hide behind it or let it 
distract from the main subject—you!

Q: What should I be sure to avoid?

A: The biggest mistake I see are photographs of headless women. 
I feel its dehumanizing and objectifying to not include a women’s 
head. I also never photograph women from behind, when they are 
bent over, or from the front when they are squatting. I never want to 
put a woman in a situation where her image might be objectified.
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